“ANNUAL” REPORT 2012-2013
THE IMPORTANCE OF LOOKING BACK
In this era, "new" is definitely "better" and the many things we want to accomplish in the future grab so much of our attention.
There is constantly new information, new ideas, new needs—there is so much more to be done that, often, we find ourselves focused
on the next thing and the next and so on. What we have realized here at Loom is that we can focus on the future to our detriment.
We must also stop and look back regularly. We do this for our own wellbeing—so that we are able to see how much has truly been
accomplished, rather than only focusing on what hasn’t yet.
Our Loom “Annual” Report actually covers the last 18-months as we restructure our fiscal year to begin in July. We are inspired to keep
developing for the future as we look back over what is now behind us. The “pinnacle” of our report is the lives that have been changed.
We debated whether that was the foundation or the pinnacle and realized it truly is the reason we do everything we do. It is our
ultimate outcome. Our financial record keeping, our name and logo change, our desire to have a healthy organization, days spent in
strategy and planning, our commitment as individuals to raise our own salaries, the seemingly endless curriculum editing and revisions,
the thousands of conversations and the hundreds of planes are to bring God’s intentions into the daily lives of the most vulnerable.
Thank you for taking a look back with us. I hope the glance back orients you as it does us to the work ahead. Join us.

Janna Moats, Director

> 15,000 >
Children Impacted

52

34

16

Caregivers Trained

Facilitators Trained

Projects Assisted

Those who work directly with children, through
education, healthcare, and relationship.

People equipped to teach the Celebrating Children
Workshop in their nation.

Through relationship, consulting, training, legal
aid, and leadership coaching.

PORTLAND

YOUTH WITH A MISSION
10 Courses

9 Church Connections

In Discipleship,
Communication, and
Children at Risk.

Through events, relationships, and
facilitating trainings.

180 Students

7 Events
Bible studies,
cross-cultural
trainings, and
movie nights.

CELEBRATING CHILDREN
WORKSHOP
500+

Hours
Spent developing
curriculum.

1,835+ Resources
Given Away
R

180

SITE VISITS

ES
OUR
CES

14 Nations Visited

To connect with projects and
facilitate trainings.

Books, DVDs,
curriculum, writing
utensils, and more.

Places We’ve
162

NETWORKING

Our connections with ministries, foundations, individuals, and
organizations.

29 Local Connections

158

19 Global Connections

25

ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
3 Staff Added

From Germany, Canada,
and the USA.

10 Trainings We
Attended
Topics included budgeting,
grant writing, and
non-profit sustainability.

REBRANDING
New Name
New Website
New Logo
New Tagline

48 Volunteers
Office help, hosting events,
and research.

$36,567 Money Brought In
From fundraising events
and special donors.
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